
LIMITED WARRANTY FOR UPHOLSTERY
You can increase the longevity of your furniture by not sitting on the arms or allowing children to jump on the seating area.

Each Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams employee stands behind their product, which is handcrafted with careful attention to detail. We sincerely 
believe each piece of furniture will provide you with years of pleasure and comfort. To reinforce this belief, Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams warrants 
to you, the original purchaser of a piece in the original fabric or leather (for slipcovered furniture, this is fabric that covers base of piece, usually 
muslin), the following Limited Warranty Coverage: 

UPHOLSTERY FRAME AND SPRINGS either WOVEN WEBBING, RIGID SHEET WEBBING, DROP-IN SPRING UNIT, and/or SOLID SEAT 
constructions are warranted to be free of defects due to faulty materials or workmanship for the lifetime of the product under normal residential 
care and use. This warranty is only valid as long as the furniture is upholstered in its original fabric.  For slipcovered furniture, this is the fabric 
that covers the base of the piece.

PLATFORM BED FRAMES are warranted to be free of defects due to faulty materials or workmanship for the lifetime of the product under 
normal residential care and use. This warranty is only valid as long as the furniture is upholstered in its original fabric.  Children should not operate 
the platform bed mechanism without adult supervision. 

TUFFET INSERT is warranted to be free of defects due to faulty materials or workmanship for one year under normal residential care and use as 
a footstool or extra seating. Warranty does not apply to damage caused by cuts, punctures, stains/spills, abuse, prolonged exposure to sunlight, 
or outdoor use. Only valid as long as Insert is enclosed in original fabric or leather cover (Hair on Hide and Tibetan Fur are considered “leather” 
covers) or in a replacement cover purchased from MG+BW. (Replacement cover does not extend insert’s warranty.) Note: All filling materials 
conform to the shape of the users over time; this is considered normal and not a defect.

TUFFET COVER, including seams and zipper, is warranted to be free of defects due to faulty materials or workmanship for one year under 
normal residential care and use as a footstool or extra seating. This warranty does not apply to damage caused by cuts, punctures, stains/spills, 
abuse, prolonged exposure to sunlight, or outdoor use.

FABRICS AND LEATHERS are traditionally NOT guaranteed against wear, fading or shrinking because fabrics are used in so many different 
types of settings that might affect fabrics in different ways. We offer a limited warranty on all our fabrics and leathers. They are warranted for a 
period of one year against defective material or workmanship as well as unusual wear resulting from normal residential use and care. This warranty 
does not cover wear, fading, shrinkage, or stretching that can occur with normal use of most fabrics and leathers. Note: If you choose to have 
fabric/leather protection or other chemical treatments applied to your purchase, most of them will have their own warranty--which will replace and 
void this warranty. Fabric/leather damage or failure due to aforesaid chemical treatments, heavy soiling, or improper cleaning are not covered.

CUSHION(S): Technology has dramatically improved over the last few years, and we feel that cushioning is really where comfort and longevity 
come from. Thus, we warrant all cushion cores not to collapse for the lifetime of the product as originally upholstered under normal residential 
care and use.  All foams and filling materials will soften and conform to the shape of the user - this is considered normal and is not a defect.

SEAMS: We reinforce them using the latest sewing technology. Any defects in workmanship should appear within the first year of use. Therefore, we 
are confident to warrant our seams to be free of defects due to faulty workmanship for a period of one year under normal residential care and use.

MECHANISMS are great when they work, but are a “nightmare” when they don’t. Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams wants to help prevent these 
“nightmares.”  We warrant our sleeper, swivel, rocker, and recliner mechanisms (all metal parts) to be free of defects for three years from the 
date of purchase, under normal residential use. We warrant our Storage Platform Bed mechanism for two years from date of purchase under 
normal residential use. Innerspring sleeper mattresses – Luxe and Super Luxe - are warranted to be free of defects for five years under normal 
residential use. The limited warranty on all our mechanisms does not include damage due to transportation or consumers “jumping” on them.

All bedding (sheets, pillows, blankets, etc.) must be removed before closing sleepers or warranty will be voided. Customer assumes all freight 
charges to/from Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams after the first year.

Furniture in which any of the above defects occurs will be repaired or replaced at MG+BW’s option. If repair or replacement is not practical, at 
the option of MG+BW, alternate financial remuneration may be paid or the product may be substituted. This remedy is exclusive and MG+BW 
does not authorize any person to create for it any other obligation or liability in connection with this furniture.

This Limited Warranty applies under conditions of normal residential usage only and does not apply to defects or damage resulting from (a) neg-
ligence, abuse, or misuse; (b) inadequate or improper maintenance, cleaning, or care; (c) exposure to chemicals and/or liquids; (d) accidents; (e) 
any use for which the product was not designed. Transportation, delivery damage or any damages occurring while moving to another residence 
are excluded, and will have to be handled with the carrier.  (Sorry!)

Upholstery covers are made of inherently natural component materials. Differences in texture, color, or appearance among textiles and leathers 
after the finished product leaves the factory are not within the control of the manufacturer, nor considered defects under this Limited Warranty. 
Natural color changes, exposure to extreme temperature changes and direct sunlight may cause color changes and/or surface damage and are 
not covered by this Limited Warranty.  Leather is particularly subject to variations in color and markings, and such variations are not covered by 
this warranty. 

This Limited Warranty applies only when you purchase the MG+BW furniture from an MG+BW Authorized Dealer for your own use and terminates 
in the event of resale.

This Limited Warranty does not cover (a) floor samples or products designated “AS IS” at the time of purchase, and (b) differences between floor 
samples or differences from printed illustrations, video, or internet displays.  

This Limited Warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may have other rights, which vary from state to state. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED 
BY LAW, ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE, ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. MITCHELL GOLD + BOB WILLIAMS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL 
OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES.



CONSTRUCTION FOR UPHOLSTERY
We realize that purchasing furniture can be challenging. This is especially so because you can’t see the inside of the product. We believe 
that our products are constructed for durability and longevity.  The following are the most important components:

1.  Kiln-Dried Frames:  All our frames are constructed with two kinds of hardwoods: selected hardwoods, such as poplar, maple, and 
ash, and engineered hardwood -- a highly durable framing material comprised of layers of hardwood laminated in a cross-grain pattern 
for greater strength than solid hardwood. Our frame-makers select the combination of these materials that creates the sturdiest frame. 
Kiln-drying pulls most of the moisture out of the wood so that it won’t warp or twist later. Frames not kiln-dried may mildew and develop 
an odor. The frame is constructed using double dowels on joints, high-pressure staples, wood glue and corner braces that are screwed 
into place. Screwing the corner braces into the frame is one of the most important attributes of a solidly built product.

2.  Types of Springs and Seating Units
2a. Sinuous Springs:  Based on our research and testing, a base of arched 8 gauge steel serpentine springs securely fastened together 
provides outstanding support and comfort.  We know from experience this lasts as long or longer than an 8-way hand-tied spring system. 
2b. Woven Webbing: Interwoven high-quality Italian webbing is used for pieces with deeper seats and/or for many sectionals.
2c. Rigid Sheet Webbing: Used mainly for seat backs, gives supple support and comfort, especially for longer pieces and sectionals.
2d. Drop-In Spring Unit: Used to achieve the desired comfort level while accommodating design’s size and shape demands.
2e. Solid Seat: Mainly used for dining chairs, bar stools, and ottomans. 

3.  Cushions:  All our cushions are manufactured in an environmentally safe manner. Every cushion is engineered specifically for each 
product to insure correct seat-to-back relationship. We use HIGH-RESILIENCY foam, which is considered one of the hallmarks of fine 
furniture in the furniture industry. For our poly cushions, a 1.8 high-resiliency (HR) polyurethane foam core with up to 20% soy is wrapped 
in thick layers of 100% regenerated fiber and placed in a sewn 100% cotton ticking. In our duvet wrapped, feather-blend cushions, the 
foam core is surrounded by an ingenious zippered cotton and poly-blend channeled “duvet”-style casing, filled with the perfect combi-
nation of duck down, feathers, and Dacron fiber.

4.  Mechanisms: Our Swivel and Swivel Rocker Chair mechanisms are made with heavy gauge steel, double-riveted for long life and 
have high-density molded caps to protect your floors. Our swivels are available in two options: full swivel turns all the way around; return 
swivel goes 180 degrees and returns to original position. Recliner Chair mechanisms feature two-position push-on arms to move into 
either semi- or full recline.

5. Sleeper Mechanisms: Sleeper mechanisms are tubular steel construction with a woven deck attached by helical springs and 
supported by cross-wires. The sidebars do not come above the mattress, which eases maneuverability on and off the bed.  
5a. Super Luxe Mechanism: Extra-large handle makes it easy to open. Over 30 12-gauge chrome-plated springs secure the poly-
propylene decking to the tubular metal sleeper frame for added durability. Anti-tipping mechanism makes it so you can sit on edge and 
not worry about sleeper tipping. 
5b. Luxe Sleeper Mechanism: An attractive commercial grade charcoal gray tubular metal frame with tilt-up headrest for watching 
TV or reading. “Fall Away Crossbar” so you never feel the bar when you sleep – the number one complaint about sleep sofas. No-tilt 
feature. Velcro Trapdoor for slipcovered sofas so you don’t have to take the whole slipcover off to convert to a sleeper. 

6.  Sleeper Mattresses: We offer you a choice of sleep sofa mattresses, Luxe or Super Luxe, depending on which model sleep sofa 
you purchase.
6a. Super Luxe Mattress: 8” thick mattress featuring patented coil system and a zip-off pillow top. Mattress is 74” long. Water bar-
rier stops moisture from penetrating beyond removable pillow top, preventing spills and accidents from penetrating entire mattress; 13 
gauge patented Z-coils expand when sleeper is opened, create a sinuous spring support effect when closed, providing a more flexible 
sofa base. Easy to open with large handle.
6b.  Luxe Mattresses: We use a premium 5-1/2” thick innerspring sleeper mattress topped with a 3-3/4” triple layer of fiber, giving 
you total mattress comfort. Mattress cover is classic creme and white damask ticking-stripe with the Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams logo. 
It’s a quilted and tufted cotton-polyester blend, and is a Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams exclusive.

7. Leather. Markings such as wrinkles, stretch marks, and healed scars may show. Since leather is a natural product, texture and color 
may vary slightly from hide to hide and within the same hide. These characteristics make leather unique and are not considered defects. 

8. Hair on Hide. Hair on Hide is considered a leather, and like leather, it is a natural product, with varied markings, texture and color 
that varies from hide to hide, and within the same hide. These characteristics make it unique and are not considered defects.



CARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR UPHOLSTERY
FABRIC GENERAL CARE
• Vacuum or brush regularly, at least once a month. Protect from direct sunlight, which may cause fading.
• Dab spills immediately with a clean, dry, white cloth.  Then, if needed, see below for further spot cleaning information. Do not remove cushion 

or pillow casings for separate cleaning - this may cause a slight color change in the fabric.

FABRIC SPOT CLEANING CODES
• For cleaning spots or stains, see Spot Code on label below for type of cleaner that can be used.
 S = Solvent:  Use only a water-free, dry cleaning solvent.
 W = Water:  Use only a water-based upholstery shampoo or foam cleaner.
 WS = Water or Solvent: Use either a water- or solvent-based upholstery cleaner.
 X = Do Not Use any water- or solvent-based cleaner. Vacuum or brush only.
• If a type of cleaner is advised, pretest a small, inconspicuous area before proceeding. Do not over-wet. Rub gently, don’t scrub.

OVERALL FABRIC CLEANING CODES
• For a thorough cleaning, we recommend using a professional in-home upholstery cleaning service.  
• See Care Instructions for “UPH” and “SLC” codes on label below.
 P = Professional Furniture Clean only – generally done in home, and in the case of slipcovers, with slipcover on furniture.
 X = Do Not Use any type of cleaner.  Vacuum or brush only.

ADDITIONAL CLEANING CODES FOR SLIPCOVERS AND TUFFET COVERS:
 DC = Dry Cleanable. Slipcovers and tuffet covers in fabrics with a DC Cleaning Code can be removed from their muslin base or tuffet and brought 

to a reputable dry cleaner. We recommend choosing a dry cleaner with slipcover cleaning experience.
 MW = Machine-Washable. If you choose to forgo professional in-home cleaning or a reputable dry cleaner, a slipcover or tuffet cover in a fabric 

with an MW Cleaning Code can be removed and machine-washed, following instructions below.
 NOTE: Clean all pieces of a slipcover including all cushion and pillow covers at same time to avoid color variations between pieces.

FOR MACHINE-WASHABLE SLIPCOVERS & TUFFET COVERS
• These guidelines are only for slipcovers with an MW Cleaning Code—and only if you decide to forgo using a professional in-home cleaning 

service that cleans the slipcover on the base, our preferred cleaning method.
• Machine washing not recommended if there is contrast welt because welt color could bleed.
• Wash slipcovers in a triple-size front-load washer. For slipcover and tuffet covers, use cold water and mild detergent. Dry slipcovers in a triple-load 

dryer. Dry slipcovers and tuffet covers on Air Dry only until slightly damp. 
• Do not line dry as fabric may stretch. To make it easier to put a slipcover back on a piece, do so when slightly damp and let it finish drying on 

the piece. Do not store damp slipcovers or tuffet covers.

UPHOLSTERED PIECES & TUFFETS - LEATHER CARE 
• Routine maintenance: simply dry-dust or vacuum. Never use over-the-counter leather polishes, preservers, or soaps. Protect from direct sunlight. 

Also keep pieces away from heating sources.
• Dab spills immediately with a clean, dry white cloth. If a stain goes unnoticed and penetrates leather, use lukewarm distilled water and a soft 

white cloth to massage stain and surrounding area. 
• Suede or nubuck may be brushed gently with a soft suede brush.  
• When additional cleaning is needed, contact Uniters North America (UNA) at 800-300-2359. Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams leathers are registered 

with UNA and they can give information on the best products/methods for cleaning/care for specific leathers.

HAIR-ON-HIDE AND TIBETAN FUR
• Hair-on-Hide: For regular cleaning, periodically use a soft-bristle acrylic brush to remove dust & dirt buildup. Do not use upholstery or leather 

cleaners. For stains and spills, blot softly with a cloth lightly dampened in warm water. If this doesn’t work, mix solution of mild dish soap & water, 
then blot softly to release stain. Follow by blotting with a dry cloth, then brushing.

• Tibetan Fur:  For regular cleaning, dry vacuum with standard-suction vacuum cleaner to remove dust. Do not use turbo or revolving brush 
vacuums as these might damage fiber and cause frizz. Deal with spills and stains immediately to avoid permanent damage. Blot liquids with 
clean dry white cloth or paper towel. For solid stains, scoop up as much as possible with a knife or spoon. Do not rub wet wool pile as this 
can damage it and spread stain further. After blotting, gently “sponge off” area with clean white cloth dampened in lukewarm distilled water. If 
additional cleaning is needed, mix solution of lukewarm distilled water & Ivory Liquid Hand Soap (NOT dish soap, which may strip the wool’s 
natural oils) or Woolite Extra Delicates Care Detergent. Dampen clean white cloth with the foam of the detergent & water mixture and blot gently. 
Try not to over-wet wool and avoid pushing stain into hide. Then blot with clean white cloth dampened with lukewarm distilled water until foam 
is removed. Let fur dry naturally. Do not place in sunlight, near a heat source, or use a hair dryer. Once fur is completely dry, brush gently with 
wire pet brush if needed. For overall cleaning, just like our other furniture, we recommend a professional in-home upholstery cleaning service.




